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nng and Technological History. 1 

rfHE desirability of prcsor and making readily 
accessible accnrat auth9ritative informa· 

tion regarding e n decay of industries, the 
development of al:)l!t machines, the evolution of 
handicrafts, and th · fives of the principal actors 
therein, can scarcely be disputed. With the passage 
of time mines are abandoned, factories pulled dewn, 
machines and tools scrapped, papers are dispersed, 
and the pioneers often forgotten. Even when manu
script's and drawings are preserved, it is frequently 
difficult to learn of their whereabouts, and the student 
is often at a loss to know where to look for original 
material. 

In its efforts to further the study of engineering and 
technological history by the preservation and publica· 
tion of such information as that referred to, the New
cornen Society is doing valuable work and has gained for 
itself a recognised place among tho technical societies 
of Great Britain. The fifth volume of its Trans
actions is evidence of the wide scope of its activities 
and tho high standard of the matter presented. The 
present volume contains the papers read before the 
Society during the session 1924--25. Glass-making, 
the art of the gunsmith, the windmill in America, 
the evolution of t,he boring machine, the Eddystone 
lighthouses, are among the subjects dealt with. Two 
other papers on the iron industry of Coalbrookdale 
bring into proper perspective and correct date the 
epoch-making work of the Darby family, five genera
tions of which engaged in iron smelting and founding. 
Both Mr. J. Vf. Hall and Mr. T. A. Ashton write on 
this subject, and the latter concludes his review of 
tho work of the Darby family with the following 
pregnant paragraph : " The first Darby used coke 
in place of charcoal in the production of castings ; 
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hiR son converted this coke-smelted iron into malleable 
iron with charcoal ; the Cranages and· Henry Cort 
substituted coke for charcoal in the final process: By so 
doing they broke the last shackle binding the industry 
to the woodlands and enabled it to renew its youth 
on the coalfields of the Midlands, Yorkshire, and 
South Wales. The work begun by Abraham Darby 
in 1709 was completed by Henry Cort in 1794." 

Among other contributors may be mentioned Mr. 
C. E. Greener, whose knowledge of gtms and gun
making is unrivalled ; Sir Flinders Petrie, who 
illustrates a discourse on ancient glass in Egypt by 
three plates giving specimens of Egyptian glass before 
1200 B.c., between 1200 and 300 B.c., and between 
300 B.c. and A.D. 300; Mr. D. Brownlie, who recalled 
a neglected worthy, John Patison of Airdrie (1828-
1905 ), a pioneer in the shale oil industry; while 
Mr. R. Jenkins annotates some letters of the elder 
Brunei on boot-making by machinery. 

A word should be Raid about the bibliographies 
that have appeared in the Transact'ions. Vols. 2 to 4 
contained parts of a bibliography of engineering and 
applied science, compiled by Mr. E. W. Hulme. 
Most of the items given referred to articles published 
in periodicals and journalA of the last few years. In 
the present, volume is a subject list of books and 
pamphlets relating to ·the history of technology 
published during the period 1920--25. There are 
several hundred items in the list, which has been 
compiled by Mr. A. Gommo, of the Patent Office 
Library, and tho value of the list is increased by the 
insertion of an asterisk against such of the books as 
are to be found in that library. We trust these 
bibliographies will be continuod, and thus a body 
of information accumulated which will be of value 
not only to writers and students of engineering his
tory, but also to other·s concerned with biography, 
economics, and conunerce. 

Appeal for the University of Sydney. 

I N its comparatively brief exis co of seventy-five 
yoar;;, the University , f dnoy has been the 

recipient of te benefactions. The 
princely J 80) of £276,000, and the 
even greater of the late Sir S. McCaughey 
(1920), have render d the University much loss 
dependent than its neighbours upon State aid, 
particularly as tho income in each of these instances 
is availablo for gener·al purposes. Other noteworthy 
gifts, including one of £100,000 by Sir P. N. Russell, 
and another of £30,000 by Thomas Fisher, were 
allocated to specific purposes by the donors. 

Such benefactions must doubtless be numbered 
among the chief factors which have brought about 
a dovelopment, so rapid that the Univer·sity "now 
finds itself in a more critical position than ever before, 
. . . its resources have not kept pace wit,h its require
ments." This q notation is taken from a pamphlet 
which hao; been is;med recently by the University 
authorities unrlor the title of a " 7/'ith Anniversary 
Appeal " for fm·ther funds. According to tho facts 
set down therein, the University of Sydney, with an 
enrolment of 2490 in 1925, must be included among 
the major universitios of the Empire. The teaching 
staff, however, numbers only 217; on the Liverpool 
scHleitshould be incr·eased to 364, and on the Manchester 
scale t,o 452. A further handicap is discerned in an 
exhibition system which exempts 200 
pm· annmu fron1 fees, for a rnaximum period of 5 
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years, in return for a yearly (Jovernmont grant of 
£20,000. Since, in addition, all teachers and intending 
teachers are entitled to a similar there were 
1084 ;;tudents in 1926 who paid no tuition fees. The 
fees payable by other students average £25 per ahnum 
in the Faculty of Arts and nearly £40 in the Faculty of 
Medicine. 

The Government of New South Wales has been 
liberal in granting a sum of about £50,000 per annum 
over a period of several years for the provision of new 
buildings, in strengthening existing departments, and 
in establishing new ones. The creation of new chairs, 
however, seem::: to have contributed considerably to 
the mounting expenditure. Owing to the adoption 
of the \Vorkers' Compon:::ation Act, the rise of wages, 
and the increased num her of em]Jloyees, the payments 
for attendants and laboratory assistants have risen by 
£7777 since 1922. Thus, although nominally wealthier, 
the University is relatively poorer, and in spite of a 
general servioes fee of a guinea a term which has been 
levied, not without protest, on every student, the 
present year will probably close with a deficit of some 
£8000. 

Meanwhile, many claims press for fulfilment in 
connexion with ( 1) grounds, roads, and buildings, ( 2) 
sport, (3) the library, and (4) maintenance and 
research. The new chemistry building is still in
complete ; pathology, pharmacy, and psychiatry are 
inadequately accommodated; the additions to the 
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